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SUMMARY

~e perfonnance of single layers of wire gauze as flame
arresters for gas and vapour explosions in ducts has 'been atudded..
using a straight vertical tube whose diameter was 14.9 em. The
fuels used were propane and ethylene and the flammable mi...'Ctures
were ignited at the open lower end of the tube. Measuremerrta
were also made in tlVO tubing systems gf the temperatu!'9s attained
by the gauze when arresting a f'lame.~
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THE FUNIlAMENTAL STUDY OF FLAME ARRESTERS

Wire gauze arresters in a sborl wide tube.
The rise in temperature of gauzes when quenching a f'lame.
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K. N. Palmer and P. S. Tonkin

. INTRODUCTION

, "

.. T;" , • rt:( 1) '. f .. t "'" ' ...'" an ear..:t.er repo an account, VIM, gl.ven 0', e.."tper.llllElll' S on ....1.;ll

;s.rI'esting by wire gauzes of'flames propagating thro-ugha f'lBl'lIllsble gas,
1ni.,"Cture in a short- narrow vertical tube. It IVS£l shown that a given gallze.

assembly was, able to e.=est flames travelling at less than a certajn c:dticaJ.
velOcity. faster flames passing through the ar.rester, and that wit.l: single
layers of gauze the oritioal flame velocity was sppnlXimately inverse1:.1
proportional to the width of the mesh of' the gauze. Similar resuJ.ts were
obta:ined'wj:th' propane. ethy1:ene. and 'i;tlmt gas flames, and with b:ress. steel,
and phosphozs-bronae gauzes. In all experiments'the gas' was ignited at the

, open end of the tube. A simple theory based on 'the assumption that th'!l ,
, "quenching of the flame resuJ.ted from the abstraction of heat by the 'Il.:1,:re of

,thE' gauze was shawn to be in broad agreement with the experimental r-esul,ts
for propane flames. It followed from the theory that the relation betl'!'een
thE; oritioaJ. flame velocity and the mesh width of the ganze shou'ld, 'be
independent of' the diameter of the tube. Insuf:f'ioimt f'undament81 in:,:'('una
ti"n relating the burning velocity to the ,leat loss i"rom thE' f'lame was
av:ula:ble to test the theory on the results for ethylene and toYm /qa.

The present work was oiuT.ied out to determine whether 'ilie reli:t;'ii,on
between the critical flame velocity and the m.dth, of the menh of thegallZe
was affeoted by a change in 'the diameter of the tube. The tube used was
of' more than double the ili.ameter of' that used previously. In additioo
neasureaerrt \'ISS made of the rise in temperature at: gauze arresters when a
flame impinged upon them; the flame being initiated at the open, end of the
'1;"10e.

Materials and apparatus
"

A range of gauzes of various meshes was used as the arreste::-s, />0.:11>

characteristios of the gauzes are listeil in Table 1.. In each case the
:value for the wire diameter and t.he mesh width (t~e ",.:Ldth of a hole ill t~,a

gauze] are the means of. three determinations.

!
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TABLE 1

Characteristics of the wire gauzes

•

I Wire
I Nominal

Material of Nominal wire ' Mesh Mass per

mesh gauge width diameter cm2 of gauze
gauze

S.W.G.
em cm g

" ,

Brass I 6 I 20 I 0.329 0.0940 0.258

I,. 10 24 I 0.198 0.0559 0.161
II i 18 28 0.106 0.0356 0.136 I

I II 40 34 0.0404 0.0231 0.111 I
II 60 37 0.0248 0.0175 0.094

Phosphor-bronze 120 43 0.0125 0.0089 0.046
II " 200 46 0.0065 0.0061 0.040

•, 1

The two fuels used in the preparation of the explosive gas lI'ixtm-es
were propane and ethylene. The propane was specified by the manufacturers
as being at least 97 per cent pure; the ethylene was specified as being
98.2 per cent pure. With both fuels fast flames were obtained by enriching
the fue1/air mixture with oxygen; the oxygen was of normal commercial
purity.

.
The tube in which the explosions were produced ;IM of perspexj the

length of the tube was 165.7 em, 'the intexnal diameter was 14.9 em, and the
wall th.i.ckness was 0.6 em'. The tube was cut into two sections, the shorter
aectd.on being 58.5 em in length, and the two sections were held vertically,
with the larger one uppermost, so that they butted endwise on to each other;
the arrester was sandwiched between' the t'NO sections. ;I:n all experiments
the gas mixtur~ was ignited at the open lower end of the tube, with- the '
upper end closed. Meaau.remerrta of flame velocities on the axis of the tube
near the gauze were made using a rotating drum camera] a metal plate with
a 0.3 cm wide vertical slot was placed centrally against the tube to restrict
the field of vision of the camera. The speed of the drum' of the camera was
calibrated either by means of an argon lamp giving 50 flashes/sec or by a '
signal generator in conjunction with a cathode ray oscilloscope.

In the determinations of the tempelatures' attained by the gauzes a
4!i S.W.G. chromel-alumel thermocouple was silvel'-soldered to the centre of
the gauze arrester which was then supported in the tube as before; the
output from the couple and a cold junction 'was fed into a d.c. pre-amplifier.
The pre-amplifier VIM connected to a cathode-ray oscilloscope and the
deflection of the oscilloscope beam recorded with a drum camera.

Procedure

The gauzes were cut to form circular discs whose diameter esualled that ~'
of the outside of the tube. After washing in carbon tetrachloride or
boiling water the 'gauzes were dried and sandwiched horizontally between the
ends of the two sections of tube. The system' was made' gas tight by binding
the junctiOn with'transparent adhesive cellulose tape. The explosive gas
mixture was metered through the tube, allowing about ten changes- of /!1fS in
the tube, and the supply was then cut off. The lower end of the tube was
then opened and: the quiescent gas mixture in the tube ignited by,a small gas
flame applied., to the open- end of the tubej the movement of the' flame near
the gauze was recorded by the drum- camera. The velocity'of the 'flame was
measured at a point I}bout 1.5 em from the gauze surface on the approach side,
as described earlierl. l). The flame velocity was c.-alculated from measurements
of the slope of the flame front on the photographic record and the speed of
rotation of the camera drum.
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In experiments on the temperature rise of gauzes the increase in
temperature was calcuJ.ated directly from the photographic record of the
oscilloscope beam. Temperature records were usually only considered for
flames that were quenched by the gauze since the thennocouple and the gauze
were frequently damaged if the flame passed the gauze.

Results

The arresting of propane flames' by single INTers of gauze was investi
gated over a. viide range o:f' mesh sizes and the rli;w.ts are given in Fig. 1.
Both the flame velocity and the mesh width are plotted on logarithmic 8.X.:lS •

and distinction is.drawn * to whether or not the flame passed the gauze.
As in the earlier report(l) no account; was taken ofvariation.- in the composi
tion of the explosive mixture; this will be considered in a later note.

The results of experiments under similar conditions with' ethylene !'lames
are given in Fig. 2; in many of the experiments with' the 120.. and. 200-mes.h
gauzes the behaviour of the ethylene flames differed from that observed
previously in experiments with the narrow vertical tube(l). L"1 some cases,
marked 'g' in Pig•.2, the flame was arrested by the gauze but was not quenched
immedia~ely and persisted underneath the gauze for several secondsj the gauze
gl.owed dnl1 red as a result and audible sound vibrations- wer-e emitted. In
other instances, mart:ed 'dt in Fig. 2, ,the flame was a=ested. by the gauze,
but flickering continued. underneath as(before ,., and after a fevr seconds '·the
gas above the gauze was ignited. As the flame was initialJ;r arrested by ·tr~e

gau.ze, . the results marked 'g' or 'dt in Fig. 2 have' been"included amongst
those for which the :flame was quenched by the gauze in the usual. manner.
With propane flames in a few instances the flame continued to burn under the
gauze before being qu~ched, even with a gauze as coarse as 4O-mesh:, but the' A

flEillle never passed the' gauze after being dr,l8¥ed-. It was considered that
the cant:inued btuning under' the gauze might have resulted' from' compression
01' unbumt mixture in the upper section of the tube whilst the fla~·,e WaE,

propagating through the lower section, the- excess pressure' being slowly
relieved through the gauze when the flame ceased to advance. In' tests wit.h
a water manometer, however, no such pressure rise was detected" "'This point
is discussed below. ,-.

The rise in tempera:tore- produoed in a gauze arrester by a flame took
place in two stagea.- The duration of the first stage, (t1 sec) was a fiuction
of' a second and the rise in temperature ( e1 00) was moderate with fast f'lmn8S
and often lmdeteetacle with slow :f'1ames. An ~le is 'shown in Plate 1"
The second stage usually occupied several secaad.s (t2 sec) and the temperatura
rose slowly to a maximum value ( e2 CC) which was frequently considerably
greater than in the first stage. A record of this comparativel;):' lengtb,y
heatdng is shown in Plate 2; in this experiment the' flame -contiIro.er.i. tt' bu..om
under th5 gauze before extinguishing. The values of e I for stoichiometric
pn)pane- or ethylene-air mi.xtures· were too small for detection, even with
200=mesh gauze, i.e. e'l < Sct:, but values i'or some oxygen enriched. propane
flames are given in Fig. 3. Details of the second stage of the 1'1.:;6 lli
temperature are given in Table 2 for several flammable mixtures and ganzes,
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TABLE 2

Temperature rises of gauze arresters in a wide vertical tube (l.4.9 em I.D.)

Gas mixture, by Flame velccity Nominal mesh 2 ec
t2

volume cuy"sec of gauze sec

Propane 1.(0 8,5", 40 71 7~0

Ai:r 96% 123 58 7.3
(stoichiometrio) . 96 200 48' 8,,2

Propane 1 part 171 4() 87 7~3
Oxygen 5 II 203 200 62 6~9
Nitrogen l4.1 fI

I

Propane 1 part 384- 200 390 8~1
Oxygen 5 " 510 380 9,,4-
Nitrogen 9<J5 II 960 380 7.7

Propane 1 part 895 200 380 7",4
Oxygen -5 It 1640 ,380 8.1
Nit rogen ' 7 0 6 II

Ethylene 1 part 570 200 195 5.7
Oxygen 3 it 580 330 8.3
Nitrogen 7.6 II 610 215 7.6

Ethylene 1 part 645 '200 280 21;19
0JCYgen 3 It l440 350 3.5
Nitrogen 5.6 II .

In order to detennine whether stoichiometric propene-adz- flames oouJ..d
give appreciable values of e 1 some experiments were carried aut with the
gauze arresters mourrtred in: a horizarrtal perspex tube, of 6.4 em internal
diameter, with a run-up o£ 313 em between the igniting source andvbhe gauze.
Owing -to the Long run-up the flame ve10cities were considerably greater than
wi th the same flammable mixture in the vertical tube. FUrther details of'
the horizontal tube will be given in a later report. The values obtained
for e 1 are included in Fig. 3 and for e 2 in Table 3. As the flames were
vibratozy near the gauze the temperature rise e 1 often developed stepwise y

the value at the topmost step' being taken for e 1- The minimum value of'
e 1 detectable in these experiments was 2'e

'.'..
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TABLE 3
,

Temperature rises of gauze arresters in a horizontal tube (6.4 em I.D.)
I

-

Gas mixture, by Flame velocity Nomjnal mesh 62 t 2
~ volume • cw/sec of gauze' ':U sec I

, Propane JI, 870 200 1'" 1.2 or,)

I Air 9~ 1170 30 0.8
(stoichiometrio) 14J.O I 51) i 30 2

1420 21
I 2.5

l..42O 29 0.8

I" , 1.460 1'- I 1.9)

1500 6~ 1.5

I
J II 1630 10,3 ' 3.0

1680 153 1.4 I

1710

I
2,4- 1.1 I

2030 43 1.3 I
-

DISCUSSION

The arresting of flames by the,gauzes
<-".' ~

The results f'or propane and ethylene flames gdvendn :F'ig. 1 and 2
sh6vtthat the flames teiiiieil'topasii- throiigfi- the gll:IlZeli} (it lowei--veioc1ties
than in the previous experiments with the narrow- t'ubet l). The scatter of
the present results was greater than that obtained'previouslyand: tio

clearl:y. ~f'ined line could be drawn such' that, flames with velocities below
the line were quenched', and: flames with'velocities above the llne' passed
the arrester. However the velocities of propagat;ion- at whiohthe, flames
'became able to pass the gauzes were of the" aame order as in the' earlier
tests. The reasons for the greater'scatter in the present experiments are
not clear, but the method of measuTelllel'It' of the flame velocities ma;y be one
factor. These velocities were measured near the axis of the' tube, but in
aome instances the flames were not symmetrical so that, when vibrations
developed the f'astest par!;' of the flame front·was considex'Bbl:y o:r.t' centre.
From the photographio record obtained it would then' appear that the flame
passed the gauze whilst travelling at a lower velocity,than was ac't7ta1l:y
th.e oase. The effect wouliJ: pe more' marlred in the wide- tube than in the
Ilarrow 'tube used previOUBl:y~1) • The results obtained: for propane flamf.1S
ill the wide' tube fell alJout the theoretical line (Fig. 1) which was deriv,Jd
j.n the earlier report(l) by assuming the quanohing of the flame was due to
c!Ooling by the gauze with no assistance f'ronr 'the walls of the tube. A
similar line could not be dra:wn for ethylene' flames since, as descr-ibed
earlier, insu:f'f'icient basic inf'onnatian is available.

Rise in temperature of' gauze ~era

The first stage of' the riS'e in temperature -( er) developing in a gauze
when a flame impinged upon it took placerapidl:y (Plate 1) and was probabl:y
the direct reault of'. the' flame front coming into oarrtact viith the gauze.
~~he second stage was considerably slower, and usua1l:y involved higher
temperatures (62) and, could ha:ve been -the resuJ.t of'the abstraction' of heat
by..the gauze :from the produots ofoombustion behind the f'J.ame front and, in
aome cases, assi.sted: by the prolonged: bu:ming of flaIiles under the gauze.
This prolonged burning is discussed separateq, below.

- The results in Fi.g. 3 indicate that the temperature rise in the first
atage ( 6:0 was dependant upon the flame Velocity, end al1:hough the results
1~ere scattered en aPPIUXimate line for 4 per cent propane-air flames can 'be
dravm: on the graph. From- the slope of this line a value can' be derived for
the thickness of a f'l.ame- moving with the standard buming velocity, which is

-5-
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the l:1near velocity of propagation of a plane fllfl1l~frant nonnaJ. to itself
into an' unburnt gas mixture. It has been shown\ 1) that for a 4 per cent
propane-air flame to be quenched whilst travelling o.t the standard' burning
velocity a quantity of heat =2.468 x 10-2 X s caJ. must be removed: from each
em2 of flame; where Xe is the thickness of the flame.

, NOli, as a flame travelling with the standard' burning velocity is flat,
it follows that the quantity of heat to be absorbed by unit area' of gauze
is 2.468 x 10',,2 Xe cal. ' , , '

From Fig. 3. the temperature 'rise eatllled'in a 2OQ-mesh gauze by a flame
travelling at the standard bumingvelocity (u cnv'sec) is 0.275C{l. '

Now the thermaJ. ce:pacity of unit area', of gauze (Table 1) = 0.04 x 0.088 '

= 3.72 :It 10-3g

0.039 em.Therefore Xe = 3.52 x 10-3 x'O.ZZ5 =
2.468 x 10-2

Although this value mB\Y be incarmiderable error (Fig.' 3) it is still
likely to be considerably ,less than the vaJ.ue··O.~ om'used previoaaly(l)
which was knoWn to be uncertain and very probably an overestimation. It ~
aJ.so of the same order as the vaJ.ue of' 0.02 em given by GlJ¥dtllrana WcilfIm.rd(2)
for the thickness of' the lUlldnous reaction' zane' of a stoietrl:ometric butane-
air flame.

, "

Sustained buming under the gauze

Both propane and ethylene flames' Fe' instances of the' flame·being
stopped by the gauze, but not quenched immediately, and'in oonsequenoe the
gauze was heated up \Fig '2 arid Table 2). ' In some oases with ethylene as
fuel the flame SUbsequently passed, the ganze (Fig. 2). As in most oases
with propane and' ethylene a stoichiometric fuel-aiI'-<XX;Ygen mi.xtare"was' used,
the prodllots of, combustion could not form a flammable' 'mixture, end,thusthe
flame atabilizedunder the gauze must have been supplied with' fuel and
oxygen from above the gauze. Two· possible methods' of StIpply ,are:

(i) buik flow of gas throagh the gauze,

(ii) diffusion' of gas through the ganaa,

"

They will be' considered in tum.

(i) Bulk flow of gas through the gauze

The flame is preaumed to be ma:1ntained by 'B. flow' of gas driven' th,rqugh
the gauze by an excess' pressure ai:Jove it~ It is assumed that'the miniJinJm
rate of flow for a stable flat flame is the burning velocity at tire f'l8lllllla
bility limit, i.e. about 4 om!seo(3), so that if' the gas velocity is 'J.ess
then this value the flame extinguishes.

"

Now the relation between the pressure- drop ao:ross( {l,.gauzeand the gas
f'low through. it is' given; for a small pressure- drop by 4-):

'l = Ii p 8 d ;r2, (i)
4 ~ u x2. "(1 - t) •.•.••••••.•••••.••••

where d. = Yr.\.re diameter
f = volumetrio porosity
g = acceleration due' to gra:vity

Ii p =, ,pressure"drop'aoross' gBu.'ze
U = gas velocity
x = ,thickness of'gauze
p =' gas density ,'"

W = resistance factor,' d~eat·onReynolds munber Re.

- 6 -
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Consideri.ng a 200-mesh gauze, and assumj-ng the gas to be air', f = 0.6

So Re = 4 x 1.293 x 10-3 x 1.068 x 10-3 using the hydraulio mean
" 1.,83 x 10""4 x 0.6, .

dimneter of the wire (1.068 x 10"'3 em) as the characteristic. dimell1Sion(A)
i.". 1]1 = 108. Also for a single' layer of gauze "x = 2d approx.

'~
Thu,s I:J. p = 108 x 4 x 1.293 x 10-3 x 42 x 2 x 0.4 em w..g. from eq,(i).

. '981 x 0;62

= 2.02 x 10"'2 em w.g.,

..

A pressure of' this magnitude would not havebeen detec'cable in the
experiment with the' water manometer; it could arise either from compression
of unbumt mixture in the upper section of the' tube whilst ·the flame was
propagating through the lower section or from expansion' of 'the gas in 'l;h",
upper section of the tube ai'ter heating of the gauze.

(1i) Diffusion of gas through the gauze

The rate of diffusion' of propane reql,Ii.red' for the maintenance of B, flame
under the /Sliiuze arrester m/W be estimated by taking the lower :f'lammability,
limit for propane-air mixtures 'as 2.4 per cent(5); and then'if the burning'
velocity at the lower limit is 4- cnVsec the reqUired rate of supply of ..
propane per sq. em. of' gauze is assumed to be at least 4- x 0.024, = O~096 cm~/
sec•

:: initial concentration of 'propane
ee diff'usivity.

where c
D

Now if the gas above the gauze is stationary the volume (V) of propane
di:ft'llsing to the flame in time t is given for a low concent.ratdon of' propane
~rlb):

~ '" 2 cJJLt
'}(

negl.ectdng the resifrtance to dift'usion of" the wire gauze. For the' mixture;

propane = 1 part by v01UlI1e, oxygen '" 5 parts, nitrogen', = 9.5 parte,

sec.· is

Also D for propane = 0.106 cm2/ s ec(7) ;C ::~.
1:-.;;>

propane diffusing to the f'lame during -the, first 1

V = --.L j§J06. = 2.37 x 10"'2 ~3.
15.5 1t .

and so the ,,"olump.) of'

given by

''!:.

In fact, however, after the flame had become stabilized for a sho::t '~:Ln~

the gauze heated up and' COIIVeet±on cu:rren:ts were se't up above the gauze.
When a steady state has been attained the system consists essentially of' Eo,

horiz·antaJ. hot plane aurf'ace above which gas is in motion due' to natural.
ccnveetdon of heat; the concentration of propane at the' surface is zen.' au'::,
the concentration in the bulk of the gas' is small. An estimate of the maas
:1~low of propane to the surface VIas obtained from a mass tr~fer equa.ticm,
analogous to the equation 'for the natural convection of heat~8) • The
Ilstimated flow of propane to the surface, under equilibri1Jm conditions, WB.'!

of a similar magnitude to the dift'usion flow dtrring the first sec. from a.
.stationar:i gas. both quantities were less, than the estimated requirement
(0.096 cm5/sec1 by a factor of about 4. However the~ d:if:t'usivity' D is
sensitive to temperature(6) (D ClC Tl.6 - 2.0) so that at a gauze temperature
of' 30000 the value of D might be increased suf'f'iciently for the required,
llupply of propane to be produced.

No account so f'ar has been' taken of the resistance to dift'usion of the
gauze; this would cause the propane concentration above the gauze to be
greater than zero. Since the cancentratiorm are'small, }<'ick°s law applies

- 7 ~



across the ga:uze and'application of this law indicates that the resistance
to dif'fusian of the gauze is small compared' with that of the mechanisms
considered above.

To sum up, it appears that the supply of fuel and oxygen to a flame
stabilized.under a gauze arrester could easily have been due' to bulk
movemerrt of gases through' the gause resulting from heating of the gauze,
and that an alternative mechanism, involving dif'fusion, might'be possible
particularly with the fine gauzes which attained high' temperatures. In
either event the effect appears to result from ·the structure of the gauze:
its low thennal capacity and its thinness.

CONCLUSIONS

1. . Both propane and ethylen,e flames tentled' to' pass throtIgh. the gauzes at
lower velocities than in. previous experiments wi.t.h a. lUlX'I'OWer tube. The
results were, however', less consistent than in the previous experi.ments,
and some discussion of possible reasons' fur this is giveri.. There is a
need. for further experiments on tubes of greater diameter than those used
hitherto. .

2. Sometimes the gauze stopped the flame, bat did not quench it immediately,
and the flame continued to burn under the gauze and heated it to redness.
Some theoretical discussion of this is givm. ..

3. The ri.se in temperature of a gauze lesting a flam~ occurred in two
stages. In the first stage, which was rapid, the rise was small and from
it a value of the thickness' of the flame front was obtained. Although
this value ma,y be in error becanae of' the scatter of' the' results it was
still considerably less than the value assumed prsv:l.'lusly. The second
stage of the rise in temperature of the gauze was slower and high,temper
atures sometimes developed.
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Propane: OXY9l!:n: Nitrogen:: 1: 5: 9.5 by volume.

Flame velocity, 384 cm{s

TUbt: diamete.r' 14- 9 em

,,.

2
62.- 390°C

T.mp~alU'"L
Time t

Calibration repr-esents 83°C 1 :::l"5't':.:':U:lt.'.(}:HlwN/it'~WAW~\\~

Timing trace. 30 cycles I s /

2

PLATE.2. THE SLOW SECOND STAGE OF THE RISE IN TEMPERATURE OF A 200-MESH GAUZ.E ARRESTER, CAUSED BY
A PROPANE FLAME

Pr-opene. Oxygen: Nitroge.n:: 1: 5: 9- 5 by volume

Flame. vetoctt y. 810 em/s

Tube: dtcrreter-. 14- 9 em

__~38't

Temperature
e L

Tl'me t

Calibration represents 2SoC

L~'I'lIH""''''''1 u.•• '?'.I"·'
I ..H.,.,jlli ,.il; .lll ....;' , •• /ill H •• ·I ••••

Timing trace 30 cycles/ 5

PLATE. I. THE RAPID
A PROPANE

FIRST STAGE
FLAME

OF THE RISE IN TEMPERATURE OF A 200 MESH-GAUZ.E ARRESTER, CAUSED BY
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